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Indiana Geological Survey
Your PDMS Home is 
protected by a ferocious 
four-headed dog.
The four main parts 
of the PDMS are 
shown in this book.
Woof !
Databases are very 
important but so dull. 
We don’t mind doing 
tricks to get your 
attention!
—
Each PDMS section 
is color-coded to 
make it easier to 




















PDMS Well Search - IGS ID: 115689











































































































































































Total Well Events: 4
Well Header
Well Record Tables
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PDMS Well Search - IGS ID: 115689


















































































































































































































































































































Data Stored in Event Subtables
ask by
clicking
A red underlined subtable label 
indicates that data are present 
in the subtable. All of the PDMS 
well data fields are shown below 
by their brief names. To know 
more, you need Help !




The Indiana Geological Survey (IGS) is often asked for a list of API (American Petroleum Institute) 
numbers associated with petroleum wells drilled in the state. The question is usually posed by companies 
who tell us they use specialized mapping programs that require API numbers to uniquely identify wells. 
Although API well identification numbers are by far the most popular unique well identifiers used in U.S. 
states, and despite the fact that original API numbers were issued by the Indiana Division of Oil and Gas 
(DOG) from 1967 through July 1990, circumstances have inhibited their acceptance in Indiana and today 
(July 2011) API numbers are not used as unique identifiers by either the DOG or by the IGS. The history 
of API number usage in Indiana is summarized in the timeline below.
 
Timeline of API Number Usage
 
1962 The API well number scheme was formalized by the API Subcommittee on Well Data Retrieval
 
Systems, from an internal well numbering system developed by Petroleum Information 
Corporation (now IHS, Inc.) for use in computerized well data systems (IHS, Inc., 2010). The 
number is multi-part and the digits translate to certain information about the well. For instance, the 
first two digits are the state code (always 13 in Indiana), a number that designates the state were 
the well is located, and the third through fifth digits represent the county code. A detailed 






1966 The Indiana Division of Oil and Gas (DOG) was designated the primary organization responsible 
for assigning API numbers for new wells drilled in the state.
 
1967 The first API well number issued for new permits in Indiana was 13-103-20001, issued January 3 
for the well identified as permit number (PN) 30856.
 
1967 The API plan envisioned two separate well numbering endeavors: 1) the ongoing assignment of 
API numbers to newly permitted wells, in Indiana to be issued by DOG, and 2) the assignment of 
API numbers to historical wells that had been drilled prior to 1967.
 
The responsible party for 
assigning API numbers to historical wells varied from state to state, either by a state agency such 
as DOG or by an "industry group." (American Petroleum Institute, 1979). The IGS has no record 
of any actual attempts to assign API numbers to Indiana's historical wells, and it may be that no 
systematic attempt was ever made. An estimated 54,118 (+/ -100s ?) known historical wells had 
already been permitted or drilled at the time when the first API numbers were assigned to newly 
permitted wells in 1967.
 
1990 On July 30, DOG made its final API number assignment for a newly permitted well (PN 49549). 
The reason DOG stopped issuing API numbers is not known to the author. Although a record of 
issued API numbers from 1967 through July 1990
 
is available in the form of typed entries on the 
permits issued from DOG during this time, the IGS does not have a database or cross reference 
of the API numbers assigned to permitted wells. A rough estimate of the number of newly 
permitted wells to which
 
API numbers were assigned by DOG may be obtained by subtracting the 
permit number of the first well assigned an API number (PN 30856) from the permit number of the 
last well permitted on July 30, 1990 (PN 49549): 49549 minus 30856 = 18,693 (+/-???). This 
estimate is rough in part because workover wells were sometimes issued API numbers and 
sometimes not.
 
1994 Beginning in August, Petroleum Information Corporation (now IHS, Inc.), in its capacity as a 
secondary source for API numbers, evidently took over the task of assigning API numbers to 
newly permitted wells in Indiana. They continue to assign API numbers today in their weekly 
Drilling Wire report, Illinois Basin Edition.
 
Deviati n Subtable 
The Deviation Subtable contains information about the path of a Deviated Hole. 
The following data are stored in the Deviation Subtable: 
Deviation ID 
Identification number for each record in the Deviation Subtable, automatically assigned. The number 
is not visible online, but is included with other data when the Deviation Subtable is downloaded so the 
user can maintain the PDMS table relationships in other software applications. 
Measured Depth 
The measured distance (in feet) from the ground surface of a well to a point in a borehole. 
Offset 
The arithmetic difference (in f et) between Measured Depth and TVD (True Vertical Depth) as 
determined from a directional survey (TVD Log). 
TVD [Deviation] 
True Vertical Depth of a point in the well bore as determined by subtracting Offset from Measure 
Depth. 
X Shift 
The east-west distance (in feet) in a deviated hole from the surface hole location to a point in the well 
bore (E = +, W = -). 
Y Shift 
The north-south distance (in feet) in a deviated hole from the surface hole location to a point in the 
well bore (N = +, S = -). 
UTM X [Deviation] 
East-west Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate (NAD 83, Zone 16) of the datum location 
in a deviated well bore. 
UTM values are measured in meters. 
UTM Y [Deviation] 
North-south Universal Transv rse Mercator (UTM) coordinate (NAD 83, Zone 16) of the datum 
location in a deviated well bore . 
UTM values are measured in meters. 
D viatio  Type 
Type of deviated hole at the datum horizon. The Deviation Type data field is left blank if the Measured 
Depth falls in the vertical portion of the borehole. 
The IGS distinguishes 2 types of deviated holes: 
Directional Hole: 
Refers to the portion of a well bore that is deviated from vertical to penetrate formations at an 
angle, whether intentionally or inadvertently due to drilling circumstances, to intersect the target 
Map Viewer Opening Page 
Basic functionality of the PDMS Map Viewer is described on this Help Page. Each of the following 
imag s repre nts a featur  on the map viewer.  
Each illustration is a hyper-link to a detailed description of the feature. 
Map of Indiana Showing Oil and Gas Well Locations 
 
The default map shows a green dot for every oil well and a red dot for every gas well in the state. 




Options on th  Menu Bar help with routine map navigation and functions. "Zoom To" is an easy 
way find specific places on the map.. 
Scale Input Box 
 
The Scale Input Box is used in the Map Viewer to specify a scale for showing the map in the 
map window. The scale is a ratio of any distance represented on the map to its counterpart in the 
real world. 
Tool Selection Box 
 
The Tools Bar in the Map Viewer offers a number of handy tools for changing the map or 
retrieving well data for selected wells. 

























Completeness and Reliability of Data
Hardware and Software Requirements
Metadata
Searching for Well Data
Well Search Menu
Using the Well Search Menu
Search by IGS ID Number (IGS ID)
Search by Permit Number
Search by Operator Name
Search by Lease Name
Search by  Well Number
Search by County
Search by Township and Range
Search by Meridian
Search by Land Unit
Search by Posted Total Depth
Search by TD Formation
Search by Completion Date
Search by Completion Formation
Search by Report Type
Search by Petroleum Field Name
Search by Former Field Name
Search by Well Type
Search by Additional Options




Well Record Tables Overview
Well Record Page


















































































Roughly 450 entries 
currently reside in the 
. Ranging 
from a single sentence to 
a few pages, they attempt 
to explain every concept, 
plan, convention, flaw, 
definition, and procedure 


















































































Fort Branch Field Area




This simple example 
searches for wells only in 
3S-10W-Section 20.
Sophisticated searches 
can be made by combining 
search criteria.
The same search 
results are returned 
by selecting wells with 
the hyperlink tool in 
the .Map Viewer
Click on any record line 
in the 
to be magically 
transported by “port 
























































































































































Kendra Oil and Gas
Kendra Oil and Gas














Melvin & Arnold Michel























































Download Results Printer Friendly Help
Search Results Page
The search returned 15 wells
Only the most recent well event is shown for each well. Click to see all well events. here 
page of 11
The Indiana Geological Survey's Petroleum Database 
Management System (PDMS) is a web application that provides 
online access to petroleum-related geological information. 
Since its debut in 2004, the application has been widely used 
by the petroleum industry, academia, government agencies, 
and the general public. On June 6, 2011, a significantly 
enhanced version of the PDMS went online. New features 
include a robust search menu that permits elaborate queries of 
more than 74,000 petroleum wells, rapid and convenient online 
viewing and downloading of PDF-file well reports and both 
PDF- and TIFF-file geophysical and other well logs, and 
streamlined menus for easily accessing extensive well data. An 
interactive, context-driven Web Help explains every concept or 
term used.
The PDMS is organized in three main sections, plus the 
. The  includes such 
information as well location descriptions, completion zones, 
logs, operators, lease names, tests, reports, hydrocarbon 
shows, samples, cores, geologic formations and tops, and 
directional survey data. The  contains 
many user-selectable layer options for showing well locations, 
petroleum fields, producing formations, aerial photographs, and 
topographic maps. Wells shown in the Map Viewer are 
hyperlinked to the Well Tables for easy access to the well data. 
The  summarizes oil, natural 
gas, and gas storage field data, including historical oil 
production volumes in both tables and charts.
Web 
Help Section Well Record Tables Section
Map Viewer Section





Petroleum Database Management System - Fields and Production



















Pay Zone Summary Table
Oil Production
History Graph
Field Production History TableOil Production History Table
Click  here.label Receive  here.Help
The Hyperlink Tool looks 
just like the mighty burst 
that spews from your 
magic wand !
Composite Summary Tables show the combined data for all of 
the Well Events for each subtable. Click the 
 links to view.
red underlined 
Composite Summary
These background images are intentionally screened with my 
Cloak of Translucency so you won’t be tempted to read them 
now. You will see them in their full beauty in later books in the 
Harry Plotter series. Brilliant!
Your PDMS Home Page
http://igs.indiana.edu/PDMS/
Click for a big 
surprise! See 
Book V.
